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OVERVIEW



Sapienza University of Rome
A BRIEF HISTORY

• Sapienza University of Rome was founded on April 20th 1303

by Pope Boniface VIII as “Studium Urbis”.

• In 1431 Pope Eugene IV reorganized the Studium including four

faculties (Law, Medicine, Philosophy and Theology) and buying

a palace which later housed the Sant'Ivo alla Sapienza church,

a baroque masterpiece built by Francesco Borromini

• In 1808, the Faculties were Sacred Sciences, Law,

Philosophy, Medicine and Surgery, Philology.

• In 1904 the Policlinico Umberto I was opened next to Termini

railway station, as a University hospital and headquarters of the

Faculty of Medicine and Surgery.

• In 1935 the new university campus designed by Marcello

Piacentini, close to Stazione Termini and Policlinico Umberto I,

was completed



Eugenio Gaudio

is the current Rector 

of Sapienza      

University of Rome. 

A Vice-Rector acts on behalf of the Rector

when he is absent or unavailable; the

Rector empowers a board of Deputy

Rectors and Delegates to perform some of

his duties in specific fields.

The Audit and Evaluation Board assesses

teaching and research activities, oversees

the University programming activity and

strategic control.

Sapienza University of Rome
GOVERNANCE

The Academic Senate:

in charge of academic, scientific, and teaching

issues

The Administration Board:

in charge of financial and administrative

issues

The administrative structure:

is headed by the Director General (Simonetta

Ranalli), to which the University statute

attributes direct responsibility for the

implementation of all activities required by

central governing organs as well as the

coordination of all University management and

administration.

The administrative offices are organised on

the basis of specific competencies and

homogenous areas of expertise.



 112,529 Enrolled students 

 7,920 Foreign students 

 3,498 Academics 

 4,082 Administrative Staff

 148 First Cycle (Bachelor) 

 109 Second Cycle (Master) 

 14 Single Cycle University Degrees 

 29 Programmes Taught in English (34 in 2018-2019)

 81 PhD Courses 

 82 Specialization Schools 

 57 Training and Higher Education Courses 

 53 Courses with double and joint degree

 239 Professional Master Degrees 

Sapienza University of Rome
SOME FIGURES



Sapienza University of Rome
STRUCTURES

11 Faculties

63 
Departments

55 Libraries

21 Museums
3 University

Hospitals

2 Schools

24 
Research
Centres

Sapienza is organised in 11 Faculties:

• Architecture

• Arts and Humanities

• Civil and Industrial Engineering

• Economics

• Information Engineering, Informatics 

and Statistics

• Law

• Mathematics, Physics, and Natural 

Sciences

• Medicine and Dentistry

• Medicine and Psychology

• Pharmacy and Medicine

• Political Science, Sociology, and 

Communication Science

and 2 Schools:

• Advanced Studies

• Aerospace Engineering



Sapienza University of Rome
International Rankings

Sapienza is present in all major international rankings

#151-

200

#215

#124

The 2017 CWUR World 

University Ranking 

judges Sapienza the first 

University in Italy

The QS World University 

Rankings by Subject 2017 

highlights Sapienza as the first 

Italian University for 7 subjects

#1 Classics and Ancient History

#9 Archaelogy

#33 Library Management

#39 Physics



Sapienza is member of several interuniversity European and 

international networks and associations at: 

http://en.uniroma1.it/international/networks#sthash.FV2bIEKm.dpuf

Sapienza University of Rome
Networks and associations
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STUDY@SAPIENZA



(LAUREA/ 

BACHELOR)

(LAUREA 

MAGISTRALE/

MASTER)

SINGLE CYCLE 
(FIRST CYCLE + SECOND 

CYCLE)

5 years

300 ECTS

MEDICINE AND 

SURGERY 
6 years

360 ECTS

{
Italian Higher Education System

ITALIAN MASTER

ITALIAN MASTER



Sapienza University of Rome
PROGRAMMES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH

29 degree programmes are provided + 5 new ones from 2018/2019:

Single modules

taught in 

English are 

available in 

many Schools

Architecture

 Product Design

 Architecture (Conservation)

Economics

 Economics

 Business Management 

 Economics and Communication

Engineering

 Mechanical Engineering

 Transport Systems Engineering

 A.I. and Robotics 

 Computer Science

 Control Engineering

Data Science 

 Engineering in Computer Science 

 Energy Engineering

 Space and Astronautical Engineering

 Cybersecurity

 Nanotechnology Engineering

 Electronic Engineering

 Sustainable Building Engineering (BSc)

 Electrical Engineering

 Electronics Engineering

 Statistical Methods and Applications

School of Aerospace Engineering

 Aerospace Engineering

Humanities

 Fashion Sciences

 English and Anglo-American Studies

 Classical Archeology (blended learning)

Law

 European Studies

Political Sciences

 Development and Intl. Cooperation

Science

 Sciences for Cultural Heritage

 Genetics and Molecular Biology

 Particle and Astroparticle Physics

 Bioinformatics (BSc)

 Atmospheric Science and Technology

Pharmacy and Medicine, Psychology and Medicine

 Cognitive Neuroscience

 Medicine and Surgery (single cycle – 6 years)

 Nursing (BSc)

http://en.uniroma1.it/study-us/degrees-english

http://en.uniroma1.it/study-us/degrees-english


Sapienza University of Rome
Phd Courses

81 PhD courses offered by Sapienza in all fields
of study/research open to Italian/English speaking candidates

5 of them are International PhD courses

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

Sapienza University of Rome also offers every year grants for foreign 
students who had obtained an academic qualification by a non-Italian 

institution to attend a three-year full-time PhD fellowships and 
scholarships in several Doctoral School

http://en.uniroma1.it/study-us/courses-and-programmes/phd-programmes



Sapienza University of Rome
Student Services

Sapienza’s students can benefit from a wide variety of services:



THE INTERNATIONAL 

OFFICE



Who We Are

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE

SECRETARIAT

INTERNATIONALIZATION 

OF DIDACTICS AND EU 

PROGRAMMES

INTERNATIONAL 

SCIENTIFIC 

COOPERATION

INTERNATIONAL 

AGREEMENTS 

UNIT

RESEARCHERS 

MOBILITY AND EU 

PROGRAMMES UNIT

ERASMUS UNIT

INTERNAT. OF 

DIDACTICS AND EU 

PROGRAMMES UNIT

DEVELOPMENT 

COOPERATION 

UNIT

Brussels

office



What we do

The main internationalization activities carried out by Sapienza 

are implemented at several levels, all closely related to each 

other:

- international agreements

- internationalization of teaching and research

- cooperation and development

- international initiatives aimed at promoting the University 

abroad

- participation in EU projects for training, mobility and research

- welcome office

- welcome of international delegations



Sapienza Office in Brussels

• Network with European Institutions and EC 

Executive Agencies officers

• Network with academia and research 

associations in Brussels

• Develop partnerships with public and private 

organizations

• Organise project meetings and dissemination 

events

• Support researchers participating in working 

and advisory groups operating in Brussels

• Support management of funded projects

• Support for mobility of researchers and 

students

• Support the organization of study visits

• Scouting for opportunities in International and 

European funding programmes, 
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Opening event

Brussels, 6th June 2017



• 700+ Framework Agreements and 500+ Executive Protocols

(Funding from university budget)

• 170+ International Agreements for Student Mobility (non EU)

16%

2%

26%

8 %

38%

7,8%

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS UNIT

International Bilateral Agreements



Sapienza promotes incoming mobility of foreign

scholars as "visiting professors” for research and

teaching

• 1 Call for proposals per year

• Applicants: Sapienza’s teachers and researchers

interested in hosting a foreign scholar

• Period of stay: min 1 months, max 3 months

• Financial support for visiting professors ranges

from € 3,000 to € 5,000 per month (before taxes)

• In the last 3 years Sapienza hosted 256 visiting

professors coming from the top Universities and

Research Centres in the world

International 

Researchers’ 

Guide

RESEARCHERS MOBILITY AND EU PROGRAMMES UNIT

Visiting Professors



Horizon 2020 is the biggest EU Research and Innovation programme ever with

nearly € 80 billion of funding available over 7 years (2014 to 2020).

Sapienza University participates in a wide range of international projects addressing

didactics, research and cooperation, both as a coordinator and as a project partner.

RESEARCHERS MOBILITY AND EU PROGRAMMES UNIT

Marie Curie and ERC Grants

ERC Funding Scheme Projects EU Funds

Starting Grant 20 € 17.495.649,99

Consolidator Grant 2 € 2.526.000,00

Advanced Grant 11 € 17.876.866,11

Proof of Concept 3 € 243.750,00

Totale 36 € 38.142.266,10

Since 2017 this same unit manages funding also for young PhD candidates

fostering their mobility according to specific interdisciplinary research projects (Youth

Fund)



• Implementation of institutional university development aid strategies

(Charter of Principles);

• Promotion of international aid development programs and partnerships;

• Support to professors and researchers in university development aid

programs;  

• Funding opportunities for development aid programs (especially with 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs); 

• Participation to Networks of Universities;

• Database of Sapienza’s international aid projects

DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION UNIT



• Sapienza university resources

University annual Budget (every year funds for development aid

programs, depending on budget availability, are  approved), 

departmental resources, specific co-financing programs;

• Participation in international and european funding programs

Europeaid, Erasmus Mundus ACP project, other programs;

• Ministry of Foreign Affairs financial resources;

• Partnerships with private enterprises, associations, ngo’s….

DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION UNIT



ERASMUS UNIT

Erasmus+ EU Mobility

2016/2017

 1672 Bilateral agreements

 556 Partner universities

 29 Countries

 1451 Outgoing students

 1092 Incoming students

 56 Academic Staff 

exchanges

 303 Student placements

 24 Outgoing Admin Staff 

Training exchanges



INTERNATIONALIZATION OF DIDACTICS AND EU 

PROGRAMMES UNIT

MARKETING AND RECRUITMENT

http://en.uniroma1.it

http://corsidilaurea.uniroma1.it/en



INTERNATIONALIZATION OF DIDACTICS AND EU 

PROGRAMMES UNIT

EU Programmes

ERASMUS + 12 Strategic partnership

1 Knowledge Alliance

19 Capacity Building

1 Sport Collaborative projects

1 KA3 Policy Reform

1 Joint Master Degree

Jean Monnet

ERASMUS MUNDUS 32 projects ACTION2

4 projects ACTION 1

2 projects ACTION 3

TEMPUS 9 projects



INTERNATIONALIZATION OF DIDACTICS AND EU 

PROGRAMMES UNIT

Mobility

Erasmus+ ICM and 
bilateral agreements
mobility with Partner 

countries (non EU)

2016/2017

 192 Bilateral agreements

 70  Bilateral agreements

Erasmus + International 

Credit Mobility

 55 Countries

 276 Outgoing students

 330 Incoming students



Programmes managed by the 

International Office

 Erasmus+

 Erasmus Mundus

 Bilateral Agreements

 Double Degrees

 Other national scholarships (IYT, …)

 COASIT

 Vulcanus



Our Services 1.

Before student’s arrival: 

 Assistance with application

 Letter of acceptance

 Letter of invitation

 Continuous support via e-mail, phone, web 

conferences, Facebook 

in coordination with the Faculty Erasmus 

Office



Our Services 2.

After student’s arrival: 

 Welcome Week/Days

 Selection and coordination of Buddies

 Welcome kit preparation (student card, 

canteen card, guides, etc.)

 Residence Permit (non-EU students)

 Enrolment in Italian language course

 Continuous support via e-mail, phone and at 

the office at specific receiving hours (face-

to-face) 



Our Services 3.

Pagina 32

Before student’s departure: 

 Transcript of records & Certificate of 

Attendance/Departure (only for Erasmus 

Mundus, Erasmus+ ICM, Bilateral

Agreement, etc.) 

 Italian language course certificate + credits



Our tool for students’ mobility 

management incoming/outgoing
https://relint.uniroma1.it/so2013_sapienza/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fso2013_sapienza%2fOGS_soggio

rno_in_giorni.aspx%3fid_italiano%3d49315&id_italiano=49315

INFOSTUD - OGS/ICS

1) After logged in, you can choose the type

of mobility

https://relint.uniroma1.it/so2013_sapienza/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=/so2013_sapienza/OGS_soggiorno_in_giorni.aspx?id_italiano%3d49315&id_italiano=49315


Our tool for students’ mobility 

management

Academic yearType of mobility

Incoming 

students

Outgoing

students

Agreements

and partners

This section

is the same

for all types

of mobilities



Our tool for students’ mobility 

management

Link to the 

student

personal 

page

Each student, 

both incoming 

and outgoing, 

has a personal 

page where he 

can upload or 

download 

relevant

documents for 

his mobility

For ex: 

https://relint.uniroma1.it/pp2013/login.aspx?tipo_utenza=accordi_bilaterali

https://relint.uniroma1.it/pp2013/login.aspx?tipo_utenza=accordi_bilaterali


Outgoing students

Incoming students

The report is a very

important function to 

extract data on 

students

Our tool for students’ mobility 

management



1) The Int. Office can add a new incoming student

Macroarea

CountryHome 

University

Import a list of incoming 

students from excel

Manual import

Our tool for students’ mobility 

management - INCOMING



2) The student receives an automatic email with a login code for filling out 

the form and to access to his personal page



3) At the end of the registration he receives the Matricola number and a 

password to access to INFOSTUD.

He can also do the upload of relevant documents on his personal page, 

before or during his mobility:



3.1) Accessing to his personal page, the student can upload or download 

relevant documents, before or during his mobility:



4) At the end of the student’s mobility, the Int. Office can download the 

Transcript of records from the database.

This is possible because the database is linked to INFOSTUD



4) At the end of the student’s mobility, the Int. Office can download the 

Transcript of records from the database.

This is possible because the database is linked to INFOSTUD

Exams taken

from Infostud



Our tool for students’ mobility 

management  OUTGOING
1) The Int. Office can add a new outgoing student through the 

matricola number and selecting the type of mobility

Add a new student



1.1) The Int. Office sends an email from the database with the 

instructions to follow for receive the money of the scholarship

1.2) Then we assign the scholarship and after the student has

accepted it, he can activate his personal page



2) After accepting the scholarship, the student can access to his

personal page and upload or download relevant documents before, 

during and after his mobility:

Main section with general 

information on the scholarship

Section for uploading

documents



3) Before the student’s departure, the learning agreement is needed. He 

can fill out the document directly through his personal page. The 

personal page is linked to his academic carreer available on INFOSTUD. 

He can put in the document ONLY the EXAMS available in his carrier 

IMPORTANT FOR RECOGNITION PROCESS AT THE END OF 

MOBILITY

Exams in the host Institution

Exams to be recognized at Sapienza 

and to be chosen by his own academic

carrier



4) At the end of the mobility, the student has to procede with the 

recognition process through his personal page  The Transcript of 

records received by the host Intistution has to be the same as the 

learning agreement!

The student has

to indicate the 

marks obtained

for each exams. 

In this table will

appear the same

exams indicated

in the learning

agreement



5) The professor in charge of the recognition process will send a 

conversion’s proposal to the student. If he accepts, the certificate of 

conversion will be transmitted to INFOSTUD and the credits will be 

transferred directly to his academic carreer The number of credits is

relevant for the Ministerial financial contribution!

The student van refuse the 

mark proposed by the 

professor

The certificate is available on 

the student’s personal page



6) End of the recognition process  The exams done abroad are 

registered in the student’s academic carreer:



Thank you for your attention

www.uniroma1.it

http://www.uniroma1.it/

